
50 Words

AVIVA is the latest innovative half mask from Scott Safety, a world leader in the design and 
manufacture of respirators and personal protective equipment. Ensuring workers’ wellbeing is 
priority, its low-profi le head harness o� ers greater stability and compatibility with headwear and 
eye protection, workers will relish the comfort that comes from the AVIVA half mask. 

100 Words

The cutting-edge half mask, which is silicone-free but designed with silicone-like comfort, features 
novel design elements. AVIVA o� ers a hybrid refl ex seal which allows the wearer added movement 
and fl exibility, a positive fi t check button that is built into the device guaranteeing a secure fi t of 
the half mask. Enhanced voice intelligibility enables the wearer to be clearly heard by those around 
ensuring clear lines of communication. The AVIVA half mask is available for use with a wide range 
of fi lters permitting use of the device in a variety of applications and industrial situations such as 
asbestos removal, manufacturing, welding and pharmaceuticals. 

150 Words

AVIVA is the latest innovative half mask from Scott Safety, a world leader in the design and 
manufacture of respirators and personal protective equipment. Ensuring workers’ wellbeing is 
priority, its low-profi le head harness o� ers greater stability and compatibility with headwear and 
eye protection, workers will relish the comfort that comes from the AVIVA half mask. 

The cutting-edge half mask, which is silicone-free but designed with silicone-like comfort, features 
novel design elements. AVIVA o� ers a hybrid refl ex seal which allows the wearer added movement 
and fl exibility, a positive fi t check button that is built into the device guaranteeing a secure fi t of 
the half mask. Enhanced voice intelligibility enables the wearer to be clearly heard by those around 
ensuring clear lines of communication. The AVIVA half mask is available for use with a wide range 
of fi lters permitting use of the device in a variety of applications and industrial situations such as 
asbestos removal, manufacturing, welding and pharmaceuticals. 
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